
Custom trash packet
Round 1
Tossups

1. This company was founded by William Rosenberg in 1950 in Quincy. In 2008, Michelle Malkin
claimed that a scarf worn by Rachel Ray in a commercial for this company appeared like an Arab
keffiyeh. A recent commercial for this company featured two employees who were (*) “waffling”
around and it is known for its close partnerships with the Boston Red Sox and the New England Patriots. In
the US, one of its biggest competitors is Krispy Kreme. For 10 points, name this company known for its
coffee and pastries, like munchkins.
ANSWER: Dunkin Donuts

064-10-13-01102

2. The first episode of this show saw Sam Solovey try to sell lemonade for one thousand dollars. The
sixth season saw this show move to Los Angeles and the loss of judges George Ross and Carolyn
Kepcher. Winners of this show have included Randall Pinkett, and Bill Rancic, while a memorable
contestant was the scheming (*) Omarosa. This show is currently airing in a celebrity edition with
contestants like Bret Michaels and Sharon Osborne. For 10 points, name this reality show which features the
catch phrase, “You’re fired!” as spoken by host Donald Trump.
ANSWER: The Apprentice [accept Celebrity Apprentice]

052-10-13-01103

3. On a 1978 episode of the Mike Douglas Show, he competed with Bob Hope at the age of two. This
man turned pro after playing at Stanford for two years, and became the youngest man to win the
Masters the next spring. A recent Nike ad used the (*) voice of this man’s deceased father, and he took a
leave of absence after an incident that saw his wife Elin chase his car with a golf club before he crashed into
a tree. For 10 points, name this prolific golfer, a four time PGA champion who recently returned to golf at
the 2010 Masters.
ANSWER: Eldrick Tont “Tiger” Woods

002-10-13-01104

4. This musician released an album called All Samples Cleared!, a joke about the legal trouble he faced
with his album I Need a Haircut. His best known music video sees this man wear a white wig, play a
piano, and lament that his girlfriend named “blah blah” is cheating on him with the words “Don’t
ever gimme that.” More recently, he was seen on the show Yo Gabba Gabba!, hosting a segment called
“Beat of the Day.” (*) For 10 points, name this rapper, whose only major hit features the refrain, “Baby,
you, you got what I need” and is entitled “Just a Friend.”
ANSWER: Biz Markie [accept Marcel Theo Hall]

052-10-13-01105

5. This team ended Kevin Durant’s streak of scoring 25 or more points in a game. One player on this
team swatted a bat out of the air during a Halloween game against the Sacramento Kings. Another
player on this team was part of a duo nicknamed The Twin Towers until 2003. They drafted Nando de
Colo from France and DeJuan Blair of Pittsburgh in the 2009 NBA Draft. One player on this team is
married to (*) Eva Longoria, and they have won four championships and not missed the playoffs since
1997. For 10 points, name this NBA team whose players include Tony Parker, Manu Ginobli, and Tim
Duncan.
ANSWER: San Antonio Spurs [or San Antonio Spurs_]

015-10-13-01106
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6. In one game, an evil wizard named Agahnim tries to unleash this character. In another appearance,
he has a glowing wound on his chest due to a failed execution and he works with his minion Zant. In
most back stories he is depicted as the King of the (*) Gerudos. In the second and third Super Smash
Brothers games his moves are nearly identical to Captain Falcon’s. Absent in both The Minish Cap and 
Majora’s Mask , most of his plots involve stealing the Triforce. For 10 points, name this primary villain in
the Legend of Zelda series.
ANSWER: Ganondorf

064-10-13-01107

7. A mock Youtube tourism video about this city states it has been under construction since 1868 and
notes how you can buy a house for the price of a VCR. Most of Howard the Duck takes place in this
city, and the main house seen in A Christmas Story can be found in this city. Recently, Joakim Noah
stated that no one goes on (*) vacation in this city, and in 1969 this city became infamous after its
Cuyahoga River caught on fire. For 10 points, name this U.S. city which according to the aforementioned
Youtube video has an economy based entirely on Lebron James.
ANSWER: Cleveland

064-10-13-01108

8. One character in this film confuses her reflection for her sister named “Flo.” Another character
remembers the address “P. Sherman, 42 Wallaby Lane.” That character is the memory-impaired (*)
Dory, played by Ellen DeGeneres. A group of seagulls in this movie continually chants “Mine! Mine!
Mine!” Another group in this film consists of sharks, who run a 12-step program that uses the mantra “Fish
are friends, not food.” For 10 points, name this Pixar movie about a clownfish named Marlin looking for the
title character, his lost son.
ANSWER: Finding Nemo

052-10-13-01109

9. This character has an “Aunt Oona from Altoona,” who was played by Donna Summer. Myra
Monkhouse has a crush on this character, although he would eventually marry the daughter of
Harriett and Carl, Laura Winslow. A scientific genius, he can turn himself into his complete opposite
with a suave personality. He is noted for such catch phrases as “Did I do that?” and (*) “Got any
cheese?”, as well as for his love of polka and his nasal laugh. For 10 points, name this fictional nerd played
by Jaleel White, the main character on the TV show Family Matters.
ANSWER: Steve Urkel [accept either, accept Stefan Urquelle, either part]

052-10-13-01110

10. One song by this band notes that the coffee has been made and that it is “Book Review and Face
the Nation time.” In addition to “Yours and Mine,” a 2007 music video by this band sees Demetri
Martin play the role of lonely lawyer Seth Shapiro, who loses his taxi to Beth McKenzie, forcing him
to continue to search for the titular (*) “Someone to Love.” The titular figure sunbathed with only a towel
on while the singer mowed her lawn in their most famous song. For 10 points, name this New Jersey based
band that broke through with 2003's "Stacy's Mom."
ANSWER: Fountains of Wayne

002-10-13-01111
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11. One player for this team hit his mother with a foul ball during spring training and in 2008 lost a
competition with Carlos Gomez for a starting role. This team has received recent criticism for
designing its new field to be outdoors due to weather concerns. It won the 1987 and 1991 World Series
behind star outfielder (*) Kirby Puckett. For 10 points, name this Major League Baseball team that
recently gave an extension to hometown All-Star catcher Joe Mauer and plays its games at Target Field in
the Twin Cities area.
ANSWER: Minnesota Twins

002-10-13-01112

12. In the second level of this video game, the protagonist meets up with an informant named Dr.
Doak. This game features two bonus missions set in an Aztec complex and an Egyptian temple. One
weapon in this game was named after employee Ken Lobb and is the ineffectual machine gun, the (*)
Klobb. During multi-player, “The Living Daylights” mode is flag tag, while a gun that can kill with one hit
is called the Golden Gun. For 10 points, name this hit Nintendo 64 game, in which the protagonist plays
James Bond in an adaptation of one of the Bond films.
ANSWER: Goldeneye 007

052-10-13-01113

13. In one of his movies, this actor is tortured by insects, causing him to scream “Not the bees!” In
another of his films, he plays an OCD-inflicted con artist named Roy Waller. This star of The (*)
Wicker Man and Matchstick Men will be seen as the magician Balthasar in the upcoming The Sorcerer's
Apprentice and has also played the superhero Ghost Rider. In one film series, he plays a historian who steals
the Declaration of Independence to find a hidden fortune. For 10 points, name this star of the National
Treasure series.
ANSWER: Nicolas Cage [accept Nicolas Coppola]

052-10-13-01114

14. In the music video for this song, actor Simon Rex picks up the singer before they are pulled over
by the police. When the singer performed this song on Saturday Night Live, she wore an American flag
and asked if we had ever thought that we were the aliens. In the bridge of this song, the singer says
"you (*) build me up, you break me down." She also sings about rejecting suitors unless they look like Mick
Jagger. The singer of this song says she will fight “til we see the sunlight” and says she wakes up in the
morning feeling like P. Diddy. For 10 points, name this song in which the singer says “Don’t stop, make it
pop, DJ, blow my speakers up,” a hit for Ke$ha, whose title comes before the phrase “on the clock.”
ANSWER: "Tik-Tok"

052-10-13-01115

15. In one role, this actor played an ex-CIA agent who provides security for a Sheera concert and later
travels to Paris after his daughter is (*) kidnapped by Albanian criminals. He also played a man who
originally goes under the pseudonym Henri Ducard. In one role, this actor played a man who works with
Itzhak Stern and defies the orders of SS officer Amon Goth. In another role, this actor played a man killed
by Darth Maul. For 10 points, name this Irish actor who played Oskar Schindler in Schindler’s List  and
Qui-Gon Jinn in The Phantom Menace.
ANSWER: Liam Neeson

064-10-13-01116
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16. One part of this film revolves around a man known as the ginger midget. One character escapes
death with the aid of a hydrated rhododendron leaf and harvests a deadly toxin in the bellies of pigs.
Another character is engaged to Mary Morstan. At the end, a plot to unleash a cyanide device on the
(*) British Parliament is foiled. After the death of Lord Blackwood, Irene Adler warns the protagonist of
Professor Moriarty. For 10 points, name this 2009 Guy Ritchie film about a super sleuth and his partner
Watson.
ANSWER: Sherlock Holmes

064-10-13-01117

17. This hero was deputized with a blue power ring for his unending hope. A villain named Professor
Zoom claims to have caused every single thing that has ever gone wrong in this hero’s life. and this
hero’s death in Crisis on Infinite Earths is seen as the first major death in (*) DC Comics history. This
guardian of Central City is the alter ego of the recently revived Barry Allen. For 10 points, name this hero
who raced Superman to see who is the fastest in the DC universe and who is known as the "Scarlet
Speedster."
ANSWER: The Flash accept Barry Allen before mention

002-10-13-01118

18. In an episode of Scrubs, JD imagines this song being sung after his girlfriend gives birth to the
singer of this song. The group behind this song was recently sued, claiming its flute part was
substantially borrowed from a song attributed to Marian Sinclair. The traveling narrator is
repeatedly asked if he hears "the (*) thunder," told that he should run and “take cover,” and offered him a
Vegemite sandwich by a Brazilian man. For 10 points, name this song about the travels of an Australian
man, a 1981 hit for Men at Work.
ANSWER: Down Under

002-10-13-01119

19. In a mobisode, this character tells a dog to go wake his son because he has work to do. He leads to
two characters' deaths by emulating medusa spiders and in one episode he is dressed as a priest and
kills Mr. Eko by slamming him into a tree. He can be summoned by draining an underground puddle
and he is often called "a (*) security system." Repelled by sonic fences, he tries to convert Richard Alpert,
but eventually convinces Ben to kill Jacob. For 10 points, name this entity from Lost that terrorizes the
jungle and has taken the form of Locke.
ANSWER: the smoke monster [or man in black; or Jacob's nemesis; prompt on Locke; prompt on Yemi;
prompt on Christian Shepard]

001-10-13-01120

20. He confirms that his father is not his father using a sample from the dead man's ear. This
character was shot with a paintball by Stacy Warner. A past plot line had this character antagonized
by detective Michael Tritter. At the end of last season, he checked himself into a (*) mental institution
after seeing hallucinations of Amber. He is addicted to Vicodin and his best friend is Wilson, a fellow doctor
at Princeton-Plainsboro. For 10 points, name this character from a FOX medical drama played by Hugh
Laurie.
ANSWER: Dr. Gregory House

001-10-13-01121
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21. This longtime associate of AJ Khubani was featured alongside Anthony Sullivan in a 2009
Discovery Channel Documentary. In a recent South Park episode, this man described a product called
Chipotlaway. At his funeral, his pall bearers all wore his distinctive (*) blue shirt and khaki pants, and
while alive he advertised products like Mighty Putty, Kaboom! and OxiClean, often times using his
trademark phrase “but wait, there’s more!” For 10 points, name this recently deceased TV salesman.
ANSWER: Billy Mays

064-10-13-01122
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Round 1
Bonuses

1. He collaborated with Stevie Wonder to record “Ebony and Ivory,” and he provided the theme for the
James Bond movie ‘Live and Let Die.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this knighted British musician and member of The Beatles and Wings, who according to
conspiracy theorists may have died in a car accident.
ANSWER: Sir James Paul McCartney, MBE
[10] Serial Killer Charles Manson claimed that secret messages calling for violent revolution were hidden in
this Beatles song, in which the singer is “coming down fast from miles above you.”
ANSWER: Helter Skelter
[10] The titular meter maid of this Beatles song looked “like a military man,” but the singer insists that
“when it is dark [he tows her] heart away.”
ANSWER: Lovely Rita

002-10-13-01201

2. Answer the following about awful baseball trades, for 10 points each:
[10] In 2004, this team fleeced the New York Mets by acquiring Scott Kazmir for Victor Zambrano. Kazmir
would later join Matt Garza, Edwin Jackson, and James Shields in forming this Florida-based team’s
rotation for its stunning 2008 World Series campaign.
ANSWER: Tampa Bay Rays [accept either Tampa Bay or Rays, accept Tampa Bay Devil Rays, any
basic part]
[10] In 2002, the Montreal Expos traded Grady Sizemore, Cliff Lee, and Brandon Phillips to the Cleveland
Indians for this portly ace, who spent half a season there. He would later win a Cy Young with the Angels
and currently pitches for the White Sox.
ANSWER: Bartolo Colon
[10] In 2000, the Philadelphia Phillies traded this pitcher to the Arizona Diamondbacks for four relatively
mediocre players. This hurler would team with Randy Johnson to win the 2001 World Series in a dominant
performance. He later pitched for the Boston Red Sox, including a memorable game which saw him wear a
"bloody sock."
ANSWER: Curt Schilling

052-10-13-01202

3. One game in this series was modified by the Lost Coast addon, which demonstrated the high dynamic
range rendering changes on the Source engine it runs on. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Valve series in which Black Mesa scientist Gordon Freeman battles the Combine.
ANSWER: Half-Life
[10] The release of Half-Life 2 crashed this other Valve initiative, an online games distributor with over a
thousand titles from a variety of publishers.
ANSWER: Steam
[10] This was the first game to be released using the Steamworks development suite. Players maneuver a
hovering vehicle, trying to collect three or more colored blocks on custom tracks synced to their own music.
ANSWER: Audiosurf

015-10-13-01203
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4. For 10 points each, identify these controversial right wing radio talk show hosts.
[10] In December 2009 this man was admitted into a Hawaiian hospital after feeling chest pains. Earlier, he
made some comments about how he hoped Obama would fail, which didn’t go over too well.
ANSWER: Rush Limbaugh
[10] This author of such books as The Political Zoo and Liberalism is a Mental Disorder was banned from
entering Great Britain in May 2009 for his extreme views.
ANSWER: Michael Savage [or Michael Weiner]
[10] This former advisor to Ronald Reagan has authored Liberty and Tyranny and originally worked with
Sean Hannity. He once asked a woman he disagreed with why her husband hadn’t killed himself yet.
ANSWER: Mark Levin

064-10-13-01204

5. It focuses on a shop run by Duff Goldman. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this show on Food Network about making custom versions of the title baked good.
ANSWER: Ace of Cakes
[10] This competitive cooking show on Bravo has a Masters spinoff. The head judge is Tom Colicchio.
ANSWER: Top Chef
[10] This model is the host of Top Chef. She was once married to Salman Rushdie.
ANSWER: Padma Lakshmi

001-10-13-01205

6. Answer the following about embarrassing films featuring Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, for 10 points
each:
[10] In this film, the Rock is a quarterback for the Boston Rebels. It turns out he’s got a daughter he never
knew about named Peyton! Hilarity ensues, including the Rock taking ballet lessons.
ANSWER: The Game Plan
[10] Recently, Dwayne Johnson was seen as the lead in this film, where he plays an obnoxious hockey
player sentenced to become the title magical character, whose boss is played by Julie Andrews.
ANSWER: Tooth Fairy
[10] Johnson played the villainous Agent 23 in this spy comedy starring Steve Carell. It is a film version of a
1960’s sitcom which featured Don Adams as the bumbling Agent 86.
ANSWER: Get Smart

052-10-13-01206

7. This actress played the older sister in the family film Zathura. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this perpetually sullen actress who is best known for playing the role of Bella Swan in the movie
adaptations of the Twilight books.
ANSWER: Kristen Stewart
[10] Stewart’s first starring role came in the film Catch That Kid, where she co-starred with Corbin Bleu,
who has played this sidekick to Zac Efron’s Troy Bolton in all of the High School Musical films.
ANSWER: Chad Danforth [accept either]
[10] Stewart also played the daughter of Jodie Foster’s character in this action film. This movie sees the two
hide in the title location to avoid a gang of home invaders played by Jared Leto, Dwight Yoakam, and Forest
Whitaker.
ANSWER: Panic Room

052-10-13-01207
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8. This restaurant chain features annoying commercials with celebrities praising the “Five Dollar Footlong.”
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this restaurant chain which sells sandwiches and uses the slogan “Eat Fresh!” Wikipedia calls it
the largest single-brand restaurant chain globally.
ANSWER: Subway
[10] Subway also features this annoying fellow as its spokesman. This guy got really fat and then lost a lot
of weight, apparently by going to Subway a lot. He shows off his pants frequently as a visual aid.
ANSWER: Jared Fogle [accept either]
[10] This book by Eric Schlosser criticizes Subway’s aggressive franchising methods. Subtitled The Dark
Side of the All-American Meal, it attacks many restaurants and was made into a 2006 film.
ANSWER: Fast Food Nation

052-10-13-01208

9. Answer the following about Internet videos, for 10 points each:
[10] A series of videos, all using the same clip from the movie Downfall, feature this historical character
ranting about a lot of things, such as various sports teams losing and being banned from Xbox Live.
ANSWER: Adolf Hitler
[10] The annoying Internet practice of “Rickrolling” sees people clicking a link to something interesting
only to find it is actually a link to a music video of this 1987 song performed by Rick Astley.
ANSWER: “Never Gonna Give You Up”
[10] This 2007 viral video sees the namesake animal whipping its head towards the camera while dramatic
music plays. Despite its usual listed name, it actually features a prairie dog.
ANSWER: “Dramatic Chipmunk” [or "Dramatic Gopher"]

052-10-13-01209

10. His father won the 1983 French Open, and his mother was 1978’s Miss Sweden. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this college teammate of Al Horford and Cory Brewer, a power forward for the Chicago Bulls
chosen ninth in the 2007 NBA Draft.
ANSWER: Joakim Noah
[10] Noah played college ball under Billy Donovan at this SEC school. In addition to winning consecutive
basketball championships their football team has found success with quarterback Tim Tebow.
ANSWER: University of Florida Gators
[10] This Brazilian is also a power forward and is currently playing Noah's team in the NBA playoffs. He
has played for the Cavaliers since being traded for Drew Gooden. Fans tried to set a record for wig wearing
to imitate this man’s distinct hairstyle.
ANSWER: Anderson Varejao

002-10-13-01210

11. This band named their album Chuck after an UN peacekeeper they met in the Congo. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Canadian band whose albums include All Killer No Filler and who have produced such hit
singles as “Fat Lip” and “In Too Deep.”
ANSWER: Sum 41
[10] Another Canadian band is this group from Montreal. Fronted by a husband and wife duo, they have
produced such alternative music albums as Neon Bible and Funeral.
ANSWER: Arcade Fire
[10] This Arcade Fire song off Funeral was used in trailers for the film version of Where the Wild Things
Are. The lyrics talk about the speaker having “lightin’ bolts a glowin’” and tell children to do the title
action as well as “hold your mistake up.”
ANSWER: “Wake Up”

052-10-13-01211
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12. This song includes the bridge “Feel the beat of your heart” and the “wind in your face.” For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this song which traditionally accompanies clips of highlights from the NCAA March Madness
tournament. It has previously been sung by David Barrett, Teddy Pendergrass, and Luther Vandross.
ANSWER: “One Shining Moment”
[10] This year, this former American Idol contestant and star of the film Dreamgirls ruined the song by
singing it in the worst way possible. She also annoyingly appeared on camera during the song.
ANSWER: Jennifer Hudson
[10] Among the clips in this year’s “One Shining Moment” was that of this Kentucky-based university, a 13
seed, upsetting #4 Vanderbilt with a buzzer beater from Danero Thomas.
ANSWER: Murray State Racers [accept Murray State or Racers]

052-10-13-01212

13. He took over the voice of the Genie in Aladdin after the departure of Robin Williams, and a character
this man may be most famous for recently opened a “smoke-easy” in Ireland with his father. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this voice actor, whose most famous role is a blundering safety inspector in a nuclear plant and
neighbor of the ever-caring Ned Flanders.
ANSWER: Dan Castellaneta
[10] Castellaneta’s guest starred on Futurama in this role, in which he sings a song accompanied by the
Beastie Boys about a character’s misdeeds, and trades hands with Fry in the finale.
ANSWER: Robot Devil or  Beelzebot
[10] This former Shakespearean actor and Castellaneta-voiced character replaced Bob Terwillinger as
Krusty's assistant on The Simpsons. In a recent Treehouse of Horror based on “Macbeth,” he is beat to death
with his own hairpiece.
ANSWER: Sideshow Mel or Melvin Van Horne

002-10-13-01213

14. The final three tracks of this group’s most recent release are a symphony, and another track on that
album takes its title from US mind control experiments. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this british band that included “MK-Ultra” along with “Uprising” and the titular track on their
album “The Resistance.”
ANSWER: Muse
[10] This Fox News pundit decided to declare Muse’s ‘The Resistance,” “brilliant,” and that they “get it,”
before “joking” that he had been asked by the band to retract his endorsement.
ANSWER: Glenn Beck
[10]The music video for this Muse song featured in Guitar Hero III features a fictional western film that
includes lasers, unicorns, and robots presumably in the titular desert of Mars.
ANSWER: Knights of Cydonia

002-10-13-01214
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15. This film inspired the meme “Release the Kraken!” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film, a remake of a 1981 film, in which Perseus defeats Medusa, rescues Andromeda, and
slays the aforementioned Medusa. It’s all in 3-D too, by the way.
ANSWER: Clash of the Titans
[10] This Australian actor stars as Perseus. He’s proven to be the go-to man for epic films, having
previously starred in Terminator: Salvation and Avatar.
ANSWER: Sam Worthington
[10] Gemma Atherton plays Io in Clash of the Titans. She previously played ill-fated British agent
Strawberry Fields in this action film, which sees 007 head down to Bolivia.
ANSWER: Quantum of Solace

052-10-13-01215

16. The singer is unsure about the possibility of climbing a mountain, and the music video for this song sees
a Mexican woman catch her husband cheating on her. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2006 single, whose singer notes that a figure “doesn’t look a thing like Jesus, ” but that that
figure does speak like a gentleman.
ANSWER: When You Were Young
[10] “When You Were Young” can be found on Sam’s Town , an album by this band fronted by singer
Brandon Flowers.
ANSWER: The Killers
[10] This other Killers song notes that the singer has “got soul” but is “not a soldier.” The Killers performed
this song during Live 8, and British conservative David Cameron has started using it as campaign theme
music.
ANSWER: All These Things That I’ve Done

002-10-13-01216

17. Answer some questions about a long-running TV franchise, for 10 points each:
[10] Name this television program, which has such spin-offs as “Special Victims Unit” and “Criminal
Intent,” and uses plotlines “ripped from the headlines” which focus on the perspectives of both police and
prosecutors.
ANSWER: Law and Order
[10] This rapper, despite having recorded the song “Cop Killer,” plays a police detective on Law and Order:
SVU, the hot-tempered yet hip Fin Tutuola.
ANSWER: Ice-T [accept Tracy Marrow]
[10] For the first eight seasons, Law and Order: Criminal Intent focused on the exploits of this supergenius
cop, played by Vincent D’Onofrio. This character was fired from the NYPD in the ninth season premiere.
ANSWER: Robert Goren [accept either, accept Bobby]

052-10-13-01217

18. She considers Jughead Jones a close friend and confidante, and she played tambourine for The Archies.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blond girl next door and rival of Veronica Lodge for the love of Archie Andrews.
ANSWER: Elizabeth Ann “Betty “ Cooper
[10] Betty Cooper and Archie both attend this school, named for the fictional setting of their comic.
ANSWER: Riverdale High School
[10] Recently it was announced that Riverdale High School will soon feature this character as its first openly
gay student.
ANSWER: Kevin Keller

002-10-13-01218
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19. In Civilization III, this civilization’s special unit replaces the swordsman and the first Age of Empires
expansion pack is named after the rise of this civ. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this civilization which was also the subject of a 2008 entry in the Europa Universalis series and
of the city building series Caesar.
ANSWER: Rome [or Romans]
[10] Rome was also the setting for the third entry of this The Creative Assembly strategy series which
combines turn based strategy with real time tactical control of actual battles. Its first entry was titled Shogun
and it recently released a Napoleon game.
ANSWER: Total War
[10] This series’ second entry was subtitled “Veni, Vidi, Vici.” This game’s recent titles have included
“Rise of an Empire” and “Paths to a Kingdom” and its defining feature is its namesake autonomous
workers.
ANSWER: Settlers

015-10-13-01219

20. This is the last film appearance for Bernie Mac. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this terrible 2009 Disney comedy, in which John Travolta and Robin Williams play businessmen
who suddenly have to “play dad” and take care of a couple of precocious children.
ANSWER: Old Dogs
[10] This actor plays the protagonists’ junior associate, who ends up captured by a gorilla at one point. He
has also played Scott Evil in the Austin Powers films and voices Chris Griffin on Family Guy. He also
created the stop motion show Robot Chicken.
ANSWER: Seth Green
[10] Old Dogs was directed by Walt Becker, who previously directed Travolta in this stupid comedy where
he teams with Tim Allen and Martin Lawrence as middle-aged men who go on a motorcycle road trip.
ANSWER: Wild Hogs

052-10-13-01220
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